LEVEL ZERO IN THE HALLS

Set a Good Example

- Be silent or at a level zero before you enter the building
- Hold up the ‘Lynx Silence Sign’
- Politely ignore others
- Hold your finger over your lips
- Level Zero all the way back to class

Voices Off
CALMLY WALK TO CLASS

It’s Easy!

Set a Good Example

- Make sure you are walking before you enter the building
- Calmly walk all the way to class
- Keep your hands, feet, and body to yourself
- It’s not a race, please walk
- Be safe and face forward
SHOW LYNX PRIDE

Please do what is expected every day going to and from recess, and whenever you are in the halls.

Part of being on the ‘Y’ is doing what’s expected in the halls.
K/1, 2/3, OR 4/5, WHO WILL IT BE?

If you do this…

You get that…